Ali Shaw – The Girl with Glass Feet

Strange things are happening on the remote and snowbound archipelago of St Hauda's
Land. Unusual winged creatures flit around icy bogland; albino animals hide
themselves in the snow-glazed woods; jellyfish glow in the ocean's depths - and Ida
MacLaird is slowly turning into glass.
Shaw has worked the great tradition of European fairy tales and come up with an
ingenious story so deft it defies the obvious label "quirky". Set on a fictional northern
archipelago, the world conjured up is one of frozen beauty with small Arctic creatures
melting into the snowbound woods. Into this landscape steps Ida MacLaird, whose
body, beginning with her carefully concealed feet, is inexplicably turning to glass.
Photographer Midas, estranged from his reclusive mother, is fixated on his hated
father's suicide. Falling tentatively in love with Ida, he embarks on a desperate quest
to save her. The key to Ida's predicament lies with the mysterious Henry, and the
lovers are further thwarted by Ida's sinister, self-appointed guardian. A magical fable
of fate and resignation.

Arthur C. Clarke – A Fall of Moondust

For a million years the bubble had been growing, like a vast abscess, below the root of
the mountains. Now the abscess was about to burst. Captain Harris had left the
controls on autopilot and was talking to the front row of passengers as the first tremor
shook the boat. For a fraction of a second he wondered if a fan blade had hit some
submerged obstacle; then, quite literally, the bottom fell out of his world.
It fell slowly, as all things must upon the Moon. The sea was alive and moving . . .
Every stage of that nightmare transformation was pitilessly illuminated by the earth
light, until the crater was so deep that its firewall was completely lost in shadow, and
it seemed as if Selene were racing into a curving crescent of utter blackness – an arc
of annihilation.
In darkness and in silence, they were sinking into the Moon

Brian Aldiss – Finches of Mars

Set on the Red Planet, it follows a group of colonists
and the problems they have in setting up a new
society. Life can be sustained but new life will not
prosper - the women on the planet only ever give
birth to stillborn children. Exploring many of the
author's classic themes, this is a landmark novel in
any genre.
However note that the Guardian said:
Mars has, in a rather random pairing, banned the
importation from Earth of religion and pets. Despite
this latter interdiction a population of finches has
been smuggled in, hence the novel's title. It's a nod, of
course, towards Darwin, and The Origin of Species is
quoted as an epigraph; clearly the book is about
evolution. The inability of settlers to have children represents a generational blockage
in the life-force. Indeed, what is strongest about the novel is its meditation on
humanity's potential for breaking out of its chrysalis to become something cosmically
new.
Some of this speculation is thought-provoking, but sometimes Aldiss's wisdom
crosses the line into mere deepitude. "Supposing the universe has a meaning," the
narrator ponders early in the novel. "Does that give human life meaning? What if
'meaning' itself holds no 'meaning'?" Um.
In other words, Finches of Mars is an uneven novel. Some of it is stimulating. Some
of it is actively bad. Aldiss's portrait of Martian life suffers from what we might call
"Post-Kim Stanley Robinson Syndrome". Robinson's Mars trilogy (1993-96) mapped
out a future colonisation of Mars so detailed and convincing that later fictionalisations
covering the same territory almost inevitably feel thin. Not that Aldiss is going for
documentary verisimilitude here. The sensibility at work is more discursive, literary,
even symbolist. At its best the writing is lit by flashes of genuinely haunting oddness
– a Martian astronaut haunted by his absent (still living) wife; an Earthbound French
bishop's midnight chat with a talking horse; centuries-old Martian settlers
encountering a bizarre UFO.
The bad bits, though, are hard to salvage. Tap the future Aldiss describes and it
simply doesn't ring true: Earth politics is a melange of improbable political
flashpoints ("Russos from Greenland have occupied Newfoundland!" "Hungary,
Slovakia and Bulgaria are at war!"). The Martian colonisation programme has been
organised and funded not by nation-states, but by a consortium of universities.
Speaking as someone who works in a university I find this unlikely.

Charlie Jane Anders – The City in the Middle of the
Night

In the distant future, the descendants of a colony spaceship have settled precariously
on the hostile planet of January, swarming with vicious predators and dangerous
weather patterns. One side of the planet continually faces the sun, while the other
faces the frozen dark of space. Humans have built two main cities on the light side:
the rigidly rules- and caste-bound Xiosphant, where guards wait to seize you for the
slightest infraction, and the more licentious Argelo, run by various warring gangs.
In Xiosphant, shy, working-class student Sophie idolizes her upper-crust roommate,
Bianca, who loves parties and seeking power. But Bianca’s flirtation with revolution
drives Sophie first into the brutal hands of the police, and then into the saving pincers
and tentacles of January’s nightside-living, sentient native species, dismissed by the
colonists as brute beasts. But these creatures, whom Sophie dubs the “Gelet,” develop
a psychic bond with her, and their willingness to share understanding and friendship
changes her forever.
One person the new Sophie slowly manages to influence is Mouth, a smuggler and
survivor of an otherwise extinct nomadic band, who’s desperately seeking both a
connection to her lost past and a reason to forge a future. But ultimately, Sophie can't
exert a similar influence over Bianca; despite Bianca’s claims of caring for her, she
chooses to exploit Sophie’s vulnerabilities instead of granting her the understanding
and acceptance Sophie craves. In our world, Bianca would represent the worst kind of
faux “woke" liberal. She’s an angry woman who thinks she’s making a difference, but
she doesn’t really want to help people or even listen to them; she just wants to be the
one in charge and profit from it. Watching Sophie come into her own and gradually
(and almost too late) realize that the Bianca she loves doesn’t exist is inevitable, sad,
and, eventually, empowering.

Dacre Stoker, J. D. Barker – Dracul

It is 1868, and a twenty-one-year-old Bram Stoker waits in a desolate tower to face an
indescribable evil. Armed only with crucifixes, holy water, and a rifle, he prays to
survive a single night, the longest of his life. Desperate to record what he has
witnessed, Bram scribbles down the events that led him here...
A sickly child, Bram spent his early days bedridden in his parents' Dublin home,
tended to by his caretaker, a young woman named Ellen Crone. When a string of
strange deaths occur in a nearby town, Bram and his sister Matilda detect a pattern of
bizarre behavior by Ellen -- a mystery that deepens chillingly until Ellen vanishes
suddenly from their lives. Years later, Matilda returns from studying in Paris to tell
Bram the news that she has seen Ellen -- and that the nightmare they've thought long
ended is only beginning.

Fonda Lee – Jade City

Jade is the lifeblood of the island of Kekon. It has been mined, traded, stolen, and
killed for -- and for centuries, honorable Green Bone warriors like the Kaul family
have used it to enhance their magical abilities and defend the island from foreign
invasion.
Now, the war is over and a new generation of Kauls vies for control of Kekon's
bustling capital city. They care about nothing but protecting their own, cornering the
jade market, and defending the districts under their protection. Ancient tradition has
little place in this rapidly changing nation.
When a powerful new drug emerges that lets anyone -- even foreigners -- wield jade,
the simmering tension between the Kauls and the rival Ayt family erupts into open
violence. The outcome of this clan war will determine the fate of all Green Bones -from their grandest patriarch to the lowliest motorcycle runner on the streets -- and of
Kekon itself.
Jade City is the first novel in an epic trilogy about family, honor, and those who live
and die by the ancient laws of blood and jade.
Note that this is 560 pages.

Gordon R. Dickson – Time Storm

The time storm had devastated the Earth, and all but a small fraction of humankind
has vanished. In the rubble of the world, three survivors had formed an unlikely trio:
Marc Despard, determined to find a way to stop the time storm; a leopard, dazed by
the storm and following after Despard like a kitten; and a young woman with an
unbreakable bond to the leopard.
Now, Marc searches relentlessly for a clue to the nature of the storm, not guessing
that the time storm threatens not just the Earth but the entire universe—and that his
two companions were the only hope of reversing the distortions in the fabric of the
cosmos that were about to bring an end to all of space and time
This was a Hugo nominee in 1978 (though it didn’t win).

Kate Mascarenhas - The Psychology of Time Travel

In 1967, four female scientists worked together to build the world’s first time
machine. But just as they are about to debut their creation, one of them suffers a
breakdown, putting the whole project—and future of time travel—in jeopardy. To
protect their invention, one member is exiled from the team—erasing her
contributions from history.
Fifty years later, time travel is a big business. Twenty-something Ruby Rebello knows
her beloved grandmother, Granny Bee, was one of the pioneers, though no one will
tell her more. But when Bee receives a mysterious newspaper clipping from the future
reporting the murder of an unidentified woman, Ruby becomes obsessed: could it be
Bee? Who would want her dead? And most importantly of all: can her murder be
stopped?

Mahvesh Murad, Jared Shurin - The Outcast Hours

Diverse new anthology from the acclaimed editors of The Djinn Falls in Love and
Other Stories.
We live our lives in the daylight. Our stories take place under the sun: bright, clear,
unafraid. This is not a book of those stories.
These are the stories of people who live at night; under neon and starlight, and never
the light of day. These are the stories of poets and police; writers and waiters; gamers
and goddesses; tourists and traders; the hidden and the forbidden; the lonely and the
lovers. These are their lives. These are their stories. And this is their time.
Including stories by Amira Salah-Ahmed, Cecilia Ekbäck, Celeste Baker, China
Miéville, Daniel Polansky, Frances Hardinge, Indrapramit Das, Jeffrey Alan Love,
Jesse Bullington, Karen Onojaife, Kuzhali Manickavel, Sam Beckbessinger, Lauren
Beukes, Dale Halvorsen, Lavie Tidhar, Leah Moore, Maha Khan Phillips, Marina
Warner, M. Suddain and Omar Robert Hamilton.

Marie Brennan - A Natural History of Dragons

All the world, from Scirland to the farthest reaches of Eriga, know Isabella, Lady
Trent, to be the world's preeminent dragon naturalist. She is the remarkable woman
who brought the study of dragons out of the misty shadows of myth and
misunderstanding into the clear light of modern science. But before she became the
illustrious figure we know today, there was a bookish young woman whose passion
for learning, natural history, and, yes, dragons defied the stifling conventions of her
day.
Here at last, in her own words, is the true story of a pioneering spirit who risked her
reputation, her prospects, and her fragile flesh and bone to satisfy her scientific
curiosity; of how she sought true love and happiness despite her lamentable
eccentricities; and of her thrilling expedition to the perilous mountains of Vystrana,
where she made the first of many historic discoveries that would change the world
forever.

Simon Ings – The Smoke

Simon Ings' The Smoke is about love, loss and loneliness in an incomprehensible
world.
Humanity has been split into three different species. Mutual incomprehension has
fractured the globe. As humans race to be the first of their kind to reach the stars,
another Great War looms.
For you that means returning to Yorkshire and the town of your birth, where factories
churn out the parts for gigantic spaceships. You're done with the pretentions of the
capital and its unfathomable architecture. You're done with the people of the Bund,
their easy superiority and unstoppable spread throughout the city of London and
beyond. You're done with Georgy Chernoy and his questionable defeat of death.
You're done with his daughter, Fel, and losing all the time. You're done with love.
But soon enough you will find yourself in the Smoke again, drawn back to the life
you thought you'd left behind.
You're done with love. But love's not done with you.

Tade Thompson - Rosewater

Rosewater is a town on the edge. A community formed around the edges of a
mysterious alien biodome, its residents comprise the hopeful, the hungry and the
helpless—people eager for a glimpse inside the dome or a taste of its rumored healing
powers.
Kaaro is a government agent with a criminal past. He has seen inside the biodome,
and doesn't care to again—but when something begins killing off others like himself,
Kaaro must defy his masters to search for an answer, facing his dark history and
coming to a realization about a horrifying future.

Tom Sweterlitsch - The Gone World

Shannon Moss is part of a clandestine division within the Naval Criminal
Investigative Service. In Western Pennsylvania, 1997, she is assigned to solve the
murder of a Navy SEAL's family--and to locate his teenage daughter, who has
disappeared. Though she can't share the information with conventional law
enforcement, Moss discovers that the missing SEAL was an astronaut aboard the
spaceship U.S.S. Libra--a ship assumed lost to the darkest currents of Deep Time.
Moss knows first-hand the mental trauma of time-travel and believes the SEAL's
experience with the future has triggered this violence.
Determined to find the missing girl and driven by a troubling connection from her
own past, Moss travels ahead in time to explore possible versions of the future,
seeking evidence or insight that will crack the present-day case. To her horror, the
future reveals that it's not only the fate of a family that hinges on her work, for what
she witnesses rising over time's horizon and hurtling toward the present is the
Terminus: the terrifying and cataclysmic end of humanity itself.
Luminous and unsettling, The Gone World bristles with world-shattering ideas yet
remains at its heart an intensely human story.

